This elevated transfer of noise will be detrimental to circuits that are required to transmit only salient information required for cognitive processes, and could be the basis of the intellectual and learning disabilities associated with fragile X syndrome. This is an interesting proposal but it is important to consider this in the broader context of other neuronal changes that might impact the fragile X brain. Is loss of FMRP regulation of BK channels likely to be a primary basis for some of the behavioral phenotypes associated with the disorder when there are wholesale changes in protein translation, significant alterations in spine morphology and a multitude of effects on synaptic function and plasticity also present when FMRP is absent? These questions remain to be answered but a better understanding of the roles of native FMRP is a critical first step in determining how the brain is affected in fragile X, and whether targeting specific signaling pathways can reverse or alleviate some of the symptoms of the disease.
Cortical neurons use glutamate as a primary neurotransmitter, yet the mechanism through which glutamate receptors regulate higher order cognitive functions is unclear. In this issue of Neuron, Wang et al. (2013) report a previously uncharacterized role for NMDA NR2B receptors in driving mnemonic-related activity of prefrontal neurons.
The dorsolateral prefrontal cortex (dlPFC) of primates and humans is arguably the most evolutionarily advanced region of the cerebrum, playing a critical role in the integration of sensory and mnemonic information that subserves higher order executive processes. Networks of dlPFC neurons display a somewhat unique feature referred to as ''delay-related'' activity, generating persistent firing that is thought to serve as a neural representation of remembered stimuli over a delay period (in essence, linking information across time). This activity is driven in part from recurrent excitation within pyramidal cell microcircuits, occurs in the absence of direct sensory stimuli and, unlike similar activity in other brain regions, is resistant to distraction (Goldman-Rakic, 1995; Miller et al., 1996) . Thus, this region of the frontal lobes is often referred to as the brain's ''mental sketchpad,'' wherein persistent activity of dlPFC neural ensembles permits the user to ''hold in mind'' and manipulate multiple representations, which in turn is believed to form the foundation of abstract thought and a building block for more complex functions.
Since their description by Fuster and Alexander (1971) , the mechanisms underlying the persistent activity of these delay cells have been the focus of intense scientific inquiry, using both empirical and computational approaches. These studies have elucidated key roles for dopamine (Williams and Goldman-Rakic, 1995) and GABA (Rao et al., 2000) transmission in modulating this activity. However, given that cortical pyramidal neurons utilize glutamate as a primary excitatory neurotransmitter, it is somewhat surprising that there has been a relative paucity of research on the mechanisms through which glutamate may regulate this activity. Indeed, although the contribution of glutamate transmission to classical forms of neural plasticity has been well established, the manner in which different glutamate receptors regulate short-term fluctuations in the activity of dlPFC networks is comparatively unknown.
In the current issue of Neuron, Wang and colleagues (2013) addressed this gap in the field with a harmonious combination of neuroanatomical, computational, and behavioral neurophysiological experiments. They focused on the two main subtypes of the fast-acting, ionotropic glutamate receptors: AMPA receptors, which display fast biophysical kinetics, and NMDA receptors that generate comparatively slower changes in neural excitability. NMDA receptors can be further subdivided into those containing NR2A or NR2B subunits (also known as GluN2A and 2B), and the kinetics of the latter receptor subtype are particularly well suited to maintaining dlPFC network firing in the absence of sensory stimulation. In other parts of the brain (e.g., the hippocampus), NR2B-containing receptors reside primarily at sites outside of glutamate synapses (Dumas, 2005) . However, in an initial ultrastructural analysis of the cortex of adult monkeys, the investigators revealed for the first time that these receptors are situated exclusively within glutamatergic synaptic sites of layer III neurons within the dlPFC.
With this knowledge, the authors then sought to determine how NR2B-containing receptors influence persistent activity within networks of dlPFC neurons, using a two-pronged approach. First, they employed computational modeling, which has proven fruitful in understanding how certain ionic conductances and neurotransmitters can influence behavior of dlPFC neural networks (Wang, 1999) . This particular simulation modeled activity of a large population of interconnected pyramidal neurons, a subset of which (240) were geared to exhibit persistent activity after being triggered by a simulated stimulus. When parameters of the model were modified to reduce conductance through NR2B-containing receptors in a small proportion of neurons (10 cells), this had a drastic effect on delay-related activity; even a modest 30% reduction in conductance through these receptors causes a near-complete loss of persistent firing in these cells (although the activity of the entire network was only mildly affected by this manipulation).
The study then shifted from in silico to in vivo, wherein the investigators recorded neural activity of dlPFC neurons from monkeys performing an occulomotor delayed-response task, a well-established assay for working memory in primates. Notably, performance on this task is also impaired in individuals afflicted with schizophrenia (Keedy et al., 2006) . At the start of the trial, a target cue is presented briefly in one of multiple locations within the subject's visual field while their gaze fixates a central point. The cue then disappears and subjects must hold the information about its location over a brief delay period, after which correct performance requires a response by shifting gaze to the previously cued location. As has been shown before, each of these distinct task phases were encoded by different groups of dlPFC neurons. Some neurons increased firing during cue or response phases, whereas those of particular interest increased firing during the delay, when the monkeys had to hold the representation of the spatial location of the cue in the absence of external stimuli. Some neurons also showed multiple correlates (e.g., increased firing during the delay and response phases). In addition, delay-related activity of dlPFC neurons often showed a ''preferred direction,'' in that greater increases in firing occurred when the to-be-remembered cue was in one location versus another.
To determine how different glutamate receptors enable encoding of these distinct patterns of neural activity, the investigators iontophoretically applied glutamate receptor antagonists in close proximity to the neurons they were recording from. This localized application of the antagonists would affect a small proportion of neurons in the vicinity of the recording electrode but not the entire network, in a manner similar to their computational studies. Application of compounds that blocked NMDA receptors abolished delay-period firing and reduced the neurons' spatial ''tuning index'' (a measure of how much information a neuron encodes about the to-be-remembered location). This was observed using either a broad-spectrum NMDA antagonist (MK-801) or compounds selective for NR2A or NR2B receptors. Subsequent experiments focused on the contribution of NR2B receptors, given that the computational studies suggested that these receptors may play a particularly important role in regulating dlPFC network activity. Interestingly, application of the NR2B antagonist Ro-256891 also blunted cue and response-related firing of separate populations of neurons. Importantly, the effects of NMDA receptor blockade were significantly greater in trials where monkeys were presented with stimuli that were in the preferred direction of these dlPFC neurons. Furthermore, these treatments did not alter spontaneous, task-unrelated firing, indicating that the effects of NMDA antagonism on taskrelated activity were not due to nonspecific reductions in the excitability of dlPFC cells. Thus, these data revealed for the first time that activation of NMDA receptors, particularly those containing NR2B subunits, is critical for driving firing of dlPFC neurons associated with encoding, maintenance, and subsequent use of information within working memory.
The story was considerably different for AMPA receptors. Like NMDA antagonists, AMPA receptor blockers diminished cuerelated firing, yet the effects of these manipulations on delay-related activity were mixed. Although the majority of the cells tested displayed reduced delayperiod activity, a small proportion actually showed the opposite effect. Moreover, the magnitude of the reduction in delay period activity induced by AMPA receptor blockade was not as large as that induced by NMDA receptor antagonism. To further explore the dissociable contribution of these receptor species to working memory encoding, the investigators were able to test separately the effects of both types of antagonists on the same neurons. As before, reducing NMDA activity suppressed task-related firing during the entire delay period. In contrast, when an AMPA antagonist was applied after recovery from NMDA blockade, they observed more modest reductions in firing that only emerged in the latter portion of the delay period. A major conclusion drawn from these findings is that activation of AMPA receptors appears to play a more permissive role in mediating delay-related activity, potentially by providing background depolarization needed to maintain firing. As such, it appears that NMDA, rather than AMPA receptors, play a more fundamental role in driving the momentby-moment synaptic activity mediating the persistent firing of delay cell networks.
Local NMDA receptor blockade disrupted task-related activity in the small groups of recorded neurons, but this would not be expected to have a major impact on the activity of the overall cortical network (as predicted by the computational model) or interfere with task performance of the subject. Thus, in a supplemental experiment, monkeys were treated systemically with the NMDA antagonist ketamine, a compound that disrupts prefrontal functioning and induces schizophrenic-like states in healthy individuals. Under these conditions, delay-related activity was again abolished in the absence of an effect on spontaneous firing. At the same time, working memory performance was impaired, providing a strong inference that mnemonic-related activity of dlPFC neurons is directly responsible for guiding the actions of the animal. Ketamine also caused an unusual effect not observed after local NMDA blockade, in that it actually enhanced firing in ''response'' cells, but this occurred during or after the response was made, the latter activity potentially representing some form of feedback signal. Thus, ketamine had both suppressive and disinhibitory effects on activity associated with different components of working memory. An intriguing possibility is that the excessive, aberrant feedback induced by ketamine may be an underlying cause of the cognitive disturbances and delusions induced by these treatments. Although the mechanisms underlying these effects are unclear, they remain an interesting target for future research.
One of the most intriguing aspects of these findings is that they bring into view the distinct manners in which glutamate receptors contribute to ''classical'' neuroplasticity and learning when compared to higher order cognitive functioning. It is well established that NMDA receptor activation serves as an initial trigger for increases in synaptic strengths thought to underlie many forms of learning, but that changes in AMPA receptor availability ultimately drive the increase in synaptic strengths (Lü scher and Malenka, 2012) . However, based on these new findings within the dlPFC, NMDA receptors serve as the primary workhorse that drives mnemonic-related activity that is the building block of higher order functions (planning, cognitive flexibility, abstract thought), with AMPA receptors playing a secondary, permissive role.
In addition to clarifying the cellular mechanisms underlying working memory functions subserved by the dlPFC, these findings have important implication for understanding the pathophysiology underlying a number of mental illnesses. For example, one consequence of accumulation of b-amyloid proteins in Alzheimer's disease is the internalization of NMDA NR2B receptors and a reduction in NMDA currents (Snyder et al., 2005) . The present findings suggest that early cognitive decline associated with this disease may be due in part to a disruption of NMDA-driven mnemonic activity in the dlPFC. On the other hand, these findings offer even greater mechanistic insight into cognitive dysfunction in schizophrenia. It has been proposed that reduced glutamatergic transmission within the frontal lobes may be an underlying cause of the deficits associated with this disorder, in part because treatment with NMDA antagonists like ketamine can induce similar symptoms (Krystal et al., 2003; Kantrowitz and Javitt, 2012) . However, more recent findings suggest that these effects may actually be due to a preferential reduction in the activity of inhibitory GABAergic interneurons, which in turn may result in a disinhibitory increase in PFC pyramidal cell firing (Homayoun and Moghaddam, 2007) . The findings that local or systemic reductions in NMDA activity reduce (rather than enhance) delay-related activity swing the pendulum back to the ''hypoglutamatergic'' side of the equation and call for a further revaluation of these hypotheses. Thus, reduced NMDA signaling (via genetic disruption in these receptors or reduced glutamatergic transmission) may hamper mnemonic-related activity within dlPFC networks. At the same time, it is well established that schizophrenia is associated with a reduction of dlPFC parvalbumin + GABAergic interneurons (Lewis and Gonzá lez-Burgos, 2008 ), resulting in a ''noisy cortex'' and impaired filtering of irrelevant information. As such, cognitive dysfunction in schizophrenia may be the net result of a double whammy of reduced, mnemonically associated ''signal'' and increased background ''noise,'' yielding a cortical cacophony that impairs attention for important stimuli while simultaneously perturbing maintenance and manipulation of information used to guide behavior. It follows that treatments augmenting functioning of both NMDA NR2B and GABA receptors (such as positive allosteric modulators) may represent a promising pharmacological target that could ameliorate prefrontal dysfunction associated with this disorder.
